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We appreciate when brands are looking to order
grow especially if they've had challenges in the
past.

It shows their dedication to improving their business
and providing their customers with better quality
blanks that their customers will actually want to
wear.

With this renewed effort, they may take extra care
in selecting the perfect blank that will not only
improve their brand but also make their customers
become repeat buyers in the process

So you’re looking to
grow your brand?
Awesome!

Blanks are an essential component of your brand.
They not only enhance the look and feel of your
business but also affect whether your customer will
buy from you again.

Regardless of the size of your businesses, there are a
variety of blank styles and options available to suit
your needs. However, only a select few have
established themselves as the most popular and
reliable choices among clothing brands which are
shown below.



Blank Breakdown

01
Shakawear

HEAVYWEIGHT
OVERSIZED FITS

Shaka's Max Heavyweight Collection is
the perfect choice for on-trend
streetwear brands. Heavyweight, boxy,
and oversized blanks are everything
you need to upgrade your streetwear
game.

MAX
HEAVYWEIGHT

GARMENT 
DYED

ACTIVE
SHORT SLEEVE

Why we like it:
ultra heavy, 7.5oz,
relaxed fit, slight drop
shoulder

Why we like it:
vintage, heavyweight,
oversized, boxy...
everything you want
in a streetwear blank.

Why we like it:
6oz, heavyweight
cotton, thick collar,
preferred choice



Blank Breakdown

02
Lane Seven

THREE PIECE COMBO
Elevate your streetwear game with LS's
Urban Collection - featuring a three-
piece set of hoodie, jogger, and t-shirt.
Slightly oversized and baggy design is
a hit among streetwear enthusiasts,
making it one of the most popular
collections in the market. 

URBAN NO-
STRING HOODIE

URBAN
JOGGERS

URBAN 
T SHIRT

Why we like it:
made to spec, no
over-seas
manufacturing
required, ready to
order

Why we like it:
matching colors and
style available to
match the hoodie

Why we like it:
midweight shirt,
premium feel, sturdy,
perfect 5.5oz weight



Blank Breakdown

03
Bella &
Canvas

SOFT, LIGHTWEIGHT,
AND PREMIUM

Elevate your wardrobe with Bella &
Canvas. Their reputation for superior
quality is well-deserved, with their
lightweight, premium fabrics that offer
better silhouettes, more color options,
and excellent shape retention.

LIGHTWEIGHT 
T SHIRT

LIGHTWEIGHT
TANK TOP

LIGHTWEIGHT 
LONG SLEEVE

Why we like it:
4.3oz, slightly
tapered, washes well,
most sold in history. 

Why we like it:
matches fabric of the
t shirt, modern cut,
summer classic

Why we like it:
matches fabric of t
shirt, ideal silhouette,
true to size  



Blank Breakdown

04
Yupoong
Classics

THE BEST IN
HEADWEAR

Upgrade your streetwear game with
Yupoong Classics - the go-to choice for
streetwear brands. Stand out with the
iconic green under-bill of the
snapbacks, and the retro fit of the
truckers. Complete the look with the
classic beanie and elevate your brand.

KNIT 
BEANIE

CLASSIC
SNAPBACK

RETRO FIT
TRUCKER 

Why we like it:
12" inch, premium
feel, thick ribbing,
and many colors.

Why we like it:
green underbill,
classic look, most
sold hat in history

Why we like it:
street vibes, modern
fit, go-to trucker for
brands



Blank Breakdown

05
Independent
Trading Co

THE BEST IN
SWEATSHIRTS

Upgrade your streetwear
game with the best-in-class
sweatshirts from Independent
Trading Co. Streetwear brands
swear by these two sweaters,
known for their superior
quality and style. 

MIDWEIGHT
SWEATSHIRT

HEAVYWEIGHT
SWEATSHIRT

MIDWEIGHT
FLEECE PANTS

Why we like it:
made to spec, no
over-seas
manufacturing
required, ready to
order

Why we like it:
matching colors and
style available to
match the hoodie

Why we like it:
midweight shirt,
premium feel, sturdy,
perfect 5.5oz weight



TRY BEFORE YOU BUY

Feel confident and in charge when ordering
your products.

ORDER SAMPLES

www.garmentdecor.com

Interested in a 
Sample Pack?

https://garmentdecor.com/product-category/sample-packs/
https://garmentdecor.com/product-category/sample-packs/

